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Figure 1: An illustration of a gesture-based idea visualization system situated within the context of furniture design

ABSTRACT
People use a significant amount of gestures when engaging in cre-
ative brainstorming. This is especially typical for creative workers
who frequently convey ideas, designs, and stories to team members.
These gestures produced during natural conversation contain in-
formation that is not necessarily conveyed through speech. This
paper investigates the design of a system that uses people’s gestures
in natural communication contexts to produce external visualiza-
tions of their mental imagery, focusing on gestures that describe
dimension-related information. While much psycholinguistics re-
search address how gestures relate to the representations of con-
cepts, little HCI work has explored the possibilities of harnessing
gestures to support thinking.

We conducted a study to explore how people gesture using a
basic gesture-based visualization system in simulated creative gift
design scenarios, towards the goal of deriving design implications.
Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected from the study,
allowing us to ascertain what features (e.g., users’ spatial frames
of reference and listener types) of a gesture-based visualization
system need to be accounted for in design. Results showed that our
system managed to visualize users’ envisioned gift dimensions, but
that visualized object area significantly affected users’ perceived
accuracy of the system. We extract themes as to what dimensions
are important in the design of a gesture-based visualization system,
and the possible uses of such a system from the participants’ per-
spectives. We discuss implications for the design of gesture-based
visualization systems to support creative work and possibilities for
future directions of research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When Weiser [34] proffered his vision of ubiquitous computing a
few decades ago, he imagined a world where technology recedes
into the background while supporting people in daily tasks. In
the domain of creativity support systems, much has been done
to investigate how systems can support users’ creative thinking,
but most work relies on the active participation of the user. We
propose the idea of a system that passively harnesses gestures to
externalize people’s mental imagery to support thinking in creative
brainstorming scenarios. However, the challenge of designing a
system to visualize the information presented by gestures during
natural conversation is complex. When we provide descriptions of
objects, stories, or settings, we are effectively communicating our
mental image for the other person(s) to recreate in their own mind.
There are many components to such natural conversation that we
as humans are able to understand implicitly, but would require a
high level of interpretability for a system to be able to replicate.

Building towards the vision of a system that harnesses gestures
to support creative thinking (we henceforth refer to such a system
as a gesture-based visualization system – see Figure 1 for an illustra-
tion of that vision), in this paper, we investigate the design of such
a system to produce visualizations from descriptions of specifically
an object’s dimensions, or size. Our approach for the investigation
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consisted of building a prototype system based on high-level guide-
lines from a preliminary study, and then conducting a study with
participants using the prototype system in different conditions to
derive implications for design. Based on the gesture literature and
our preliminary study, we tested the effects of the user’s frame
of reference and type of conversational agent or listener type in
system use. In the rest of the paper, we present background litera-
ture on gestures, related work on gesture-based systems, and then
proceed to describing our system, study, data analysis and results.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Gestures in Natural Conversation
Although gesture study literature has some debate as to whether
the purpose of gestures is for communication to the listener or to
aid the speaker’s own speech production [18], research more or
less consistently shows that gestures, consciously or unconsciously
produced in natural conversation, convey significant information
[3, 4, 24]. Multiple taxonomies have been proposed to explain dif-
ferent ways in which gestures convey information. One of the most
commonly cited is that of McNeill [24]. It includes a separation
between gestures that describe concrete objects versus those that
describe abstract concepts. Gestures that describe concrete objects
are known as iconic gestures [23, 28]. They are perhaps the easiest
kind of gesture for gesture-based visualization systems, as they
provide a visual indication of the speaker’s thoughts. Examples
of iconic gestures include using your hands to form a triangle to
represent the roof of a house, or moving your hand up and down to
represent a bunny hopping. They aid in describing the image you
are envisioning for the listener as well as for the speaker him/herself,
in a way that speech alone cannot always convey [3, 4, 24].

McNeill states that iconic gestures, when paired with speech,
"...are the closest look at the ideas of another person that we...can get."
[24]. He notes that gestures are not retrieved (such as how we use
speech), but rather created during the flow of speech (and hence, are
not predetermined) [24, 25]. Instead, the information comes from
the speaker’s understanding of the mental image they are trying to
convey. Furthermore, research has shown that in a discourse, people
tend to repeat the same or similar gestures to convey similar ideas.
These repeated gesture features have been called catchments [27].
For example, if someone uses a triangle-shaped hand to indicate a
house with a pointed roof, it is likely that the person will use the
same or similar gesture the next time they reference the house.

2.2 Producing and Interpreting Gestures
Many features can affect how an external viewer may interpret
the gestures produced by a speaker. One feature highlighted in
the gesture literature is the speaker’s frame of reference, broadly-
speaking, the perspective the speaker takes in the "phenomena that
s/he is considering" [11]. Frame of reference allows us to understand
how the speakers’ descriptions are situated within the mental image
they are trying to convey. Research on frames of reference is more
advanced with respect to speech than gestures, and in relation to
describing spatial positioning rather than dimensions. A commonly
accepted framework for spatial frames of reference in language
is that of Levinson’s [21]. Levinson defines three types of frames
that can be used. Figure 2 presents an example that can be used to

Figure 2: The three frames of reference example

describe the three frame types, based on the example provided by
Danziger [11]. In the scenario, the speaker is trying to describe the
position of the ball, which is called the figure object. The description
is typically done with respect to a referent object called the ground.
The referent object chosen by the speaker and the relationship that
the speaker defines between the figure and the ground determine
the type of frame of reference that is adopted.

In an absolute frame of reference, the ground is a fixed coordi-
nate system, such as an Earth-centered compass coordinate system.
An example would be saying the ball is five inches East of the box.
An intrinsic frame of reference describes the figure in relation to
the inherent features of a ground object that is also in the space
of the figure. An example would be saying the ball is by the green
side of the box. And in a relative frame of reference, the referent is
the speaker him/herself. An example would be describing the ball
as being right of the box.

Another factor documented in the gesture literature as affecting
how gestures are produced is the specifics of the listener or audience
[1, 10]. Much research has been conducted towards creating more
natural virtual conversational agents. For example, research exists
that looks at the degree of attentivity of the listener [18], and the
use of communicational signals such as gaze and head movements
[15]. Prior work shows that the nature of the conversational agent,
such as whether it provides more emotional feedback as opposed
to envelope, or primarily nonverbal behaviors (such as gestures)
that exist in natural conversation [9] can impact communication.
In a study exploring this, subjects in a condition where the conver-
sational agent provided envelope feedback tended to gesture more,
and engage in more mimicry with the conversational agent, moreso
than those who engaged with a conversational agent that only pro-
vided emotional feedback. Other minute gestures, for example the
ability to produce and recognize nodding, can also influence the
quality of feedback between a speaker and listener [30]. The ability
to engage in these subtle behaviors of course varies greatly when a
conversation is being held between two people, versus when it is
held between a person and a virtual agent, which the study context
was in [9], or a person and a robot, such as in [30].

3 RELATEDWORK
The use of gestures in system design in the HCI literature has
mostly focused on gestures as a means of interaction. The large
body of work on natural user interfaces falls within this focus (e.g.,
[12–14, 19, 32]). However, our interest in gesture-based systems is
not with respect to system interaction but with respect to the use of
gestures to identify and externalize thoughts. Following the theory
of distributed cognition, once thought is externalized, the external
representations can be used to support further thinking [16].

Previous work brought forth many systems designed to directly
or indirectly support thinking through gestures. Many highlight
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Figure 3: Example of a dimension gesture (left), and our pro-
totype creating a bounding box with a sample image (right)

the role of gestures in supporting cognition [17, 22, 26]. There are
many ways in which gesture can support thinking, such as in the
domains of modeling, designing, verbal improvisation and more.
All these tasks are cognitively demanding. One study [22] found
that not only did people gesture more when improvising, but the
amount they gestured was relative to improvisation quality.

Many prior systems incorporate gesture as a supportive medium
to make creative thinking more interactive and less dependent
on verbal lexicon, such as a system wherein the interpretation of
gestures in the spatial context of a 3D shape directly deduces the
designer’s intent and subsequent modeling operations [26], or when
gesture is used to control a computerized object by associating
a navigating command with a specific gesture [2]. For example,
gesture can support children’s creative musical activity through
an interactive system [17]. In one system, the presenter is able to
interact with graphical elements through gestures in real-time. The
use of gesture enables them to leverage innate, everyday means of
communication and enhance connection with the audience [29].
Vinayak et. el. [26] designed a system wherein the interpretation
of gestures in the spatial context of a 3D shape directly deduces the
designer’s intent and the subsequent modeling operations.

4 PRELIMINARY STUDY
We conducted a preliminary study to investigate the features of
iconic gestures people use during storytelling. Participants were
provided with cartoon stimuli, and asked to retell the stories in the
context of a natural conversation with the researcher. We analyzed
video recordings of the gestures produced during these conversa-
tions. Certain meanings conveyed by a speaker’s gestures were
found to have some consistent physical gesture features [5]. The
most successful example was gestures that described an object’s
dimensions (width, height, or depth). These gestures tended to
incorporate the use of both hands moving in a mirrored direc-
tion, with typically flat hand shapes. In all instances of these
gestures, the gesture’s motion held no meaning, but the hands
represented the two bounds of the described object’s dimen-
sions, as though the object were situated between them. Figure 3
shows an example of this from a study participant.

5 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Based on the results of our preliminary study, we designed and im-
plemented a prototype system that uses the common hand features
for dimension-describing gestures (two flat hands positioned in a
mirrored fashion) to adjust the size of a two-dimensional image of
an object based on a speaker’s gestures. The system was built using

Figure 4: Interface screens of system used during study

OpenPose [7, 8, 31, 33], a real-time keypoint detection library for
the body, face, hands, and feet, which identifies 21 two-dimensional
key points for each hand from a continuous frame. Following the
guideline from the preliminary study, the systemwas designed to fit
a rectangular bounding-box between the hands using the detected
hand data points. Figure 3 also shows the bounding box determined
by the system based on a user’s gesture.

We did not implement any gesture recognition in the system -
it was unable to identify which gestures are iconic or related to
dimensions. Our focus for this paper was on understanding how to
design a gesture-based visualization system such that it can produce
accurate visualizations of a user’s envisioned object dimensions.
Gesture recognition was achieved using a wizard-of-oz method.
The system takes one or more video frames as input, identifies the
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hand data points, and creates a visualization of a predefined ob-
ject using the detected height and width dimensions. A researcher
interface was built to both control system flow, and capture the
gestures needed to form the visualization. As this introduces the
possibility for human error, the interface also allows the researcher
to capture multiple frames of possible dimension-related gestures,
then iterate through them to select the correct frames that could
be used to produce the best possible visualization. From our pre-
liminary study, we observed that one gesture tends to convey only
one aspect of dimension (e.g., width, height). Thus, the capture of
multiple frames allowed us to identify different dimensions, if the
user gestured them. The judgment of which aspect of dimension is
being addressed by a specific gesture was done by the system, based
upon whether the hands were farther apart horizontally or verti-
cally (width) or the inverse (height). As we used two-dimensional
data provided by OpenPose, only width and height were used to
generate two-dimensional visualizations. If one aspect of dimension
needed was not gestured by the user, then the system defaulted to
having both width and height of the object’s bounding box to be
equal to the measurement detected from the gesture.

To enable the investigation of features that can impact gesture
production, we also implemented two participant interfaces for the
prototype system (see Figure 4B): in one case, the listener was a
virtual character named Emily, and in the other, it was a real person
embedded in the interface through a live video feed.

In order to provide a context for gesturing, the gesture-based
sizing system was couched in an interface that conveyed different
gift creation scenarios. Screenshots of the interface are shown in
Figure 4. Users had to size gifts for different given characters while
interacting with either the virtual agent or the live person. The
interface guided the user to select and describe a gift for a partic-
ular character that appeared on the screen in the following steps
(screenshots in Figure 4A):

Steps One and Two: Pick a gift off the shelf of the shop for
the character shown on the right. Then, confirm the chosen gift is
correct when it appears on the table.

Step Three: Describe how you would change the gift for the
character (features such as color, shape, altering details, etc.).

Step Four: Take a moment to picture the size you would make
the gift for the character, then confirm when you’re ready. This
ensured the user had envisioned the gift’s size before describing it.

Step Five:Describe the gift’s size. If no gestures are produced, ei-
ther the researcher or virtual agent would ask the user to show their
description more visually. The researcher acting as ‘wizard’ would
engage in frame capturing to feed into the system visualization.

Step Six: With the provided controller, size the gift according
to how you mentally pictured it previously. Obviously, we cannot
ascertain that the dimensions sized by the user were exactly what
they mentally envisioned, but we assume that the user-sized object
dimensionswere accuratewith respect to theirmental image for this
research, and thus use the term ‘assumed mental image’ henceforth.

For each gift-sizing task, the system produced a visualization of
the object gestured about by the user. Participants would be asked
at certain points to rate each system-produced object visualization
on a scale of 1 to 7 in terms of how accurately the system captured
their idea of the gift’s size. Figure 4C shows a screenshot of the
rating interface.

6 STUDY DESCRIPTION
6.1 Research Questions
The focus of this paper is to understand how to design a gesture-
based visualization system that accurately reflects a user’s mental
imagery. We implemented a basic dimension-sizing gesture-based
visualization system based on preliminary guidelines. The research
questions for our main study sought to assess how well the proto-
type visualized users’ assumed mental image of an object’s dimen-
sion, and if not, why. The specific questions we addressed were:

RQ1: Does the prototype system accurately visualize a user’s men-
tal image of an object’s dimensions...

• RQ1a: ...based on the measurements of the system-produced
object visualization?

• RQ1b: ...based on the user’s perceived accuracy of the system?

RQ2:What factors affect the...

• RQ2a: ...accuracy of the system’s object visualizations?
• RQ2b: ...the user’s perceived accuracy of the system’s object
visualizations?

RQ3: What are the possible scenarios of use for a gesture-based
visualization system?

6.2 Study Design
The study employed a within-subjects design, and followed an
ABAB pattern [6] (A being the live person, and B the virtual agent)
with regards to listener type. Thus the participant would first inter-
act with the live person (the first A acting as the baseline), followed
by the virtual agent (the first B as the treatment condition), and
then the live person again (the second A, withdrawal of treatment),
and finally the virtual agent again (the second B, re-introduction
of treatment). We chose this pattern because interacting with a
live person is a process that everyone commonly engages in (thus,
being a baseline) as opposed to interacting with a virtual agent.

During all interactions with the system, the researcher inter-
face was screen-captured with audio from both the researcher and
participant. We chose to record only the researcher interface, as it
provided a view of what the participant saw on their screen, the
webcam feed that the system used to capture gestures through the
OpenPose data, and the researcher controls.

6.3 Participants
A total of 26 participants, all college students between ages 18
and 29, 14 male and 12 female, participated in the study. All were
recruited through the University of Florida’s Computer and Infor-
mation Science and Engineering participant recruitment system,
which provided them with extra credit in their courses in exchange
for their participation. Due to system errors, we obtained full system
data for 20 of these participants. Participant backgrounds varied,
with 53.8% of participants identifying as White, 19.2% as Hispanic
or Latino, 15.4% as Asian, and 11.5% as African American. We also
recorded any languages spoken in addition to English, as differ-
ences across culture can impact gesturing [20]. Though the majority
(65.4%) did not speak any additional languages, 15.4% of partici-
pants also spoke Spanish, 7.7% spoke Chinese, and 3.8% spoke Urdu,
Hebrew, and both Hindi and Gujarati, respectively.
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6.4 Protocol
The study protocol was as follows:

Informed Consent and Demographics Questionnaire: Af-
ter each participant consented to participate in the study, we gath-
ered basic demographics using a brief questionnaire.

System Tutorial: The participant practiced using the system
guide’s interface, doing two gift-description tasks interacting with a
live person, and two with the virtual agent. During the tutorial, the
researcher could explain how to proceed and answer any questions.

Main System/Study Tasks: Participants engaged in 16 gift-
description tasks (Steps 1-6 described in Section 5). For the first 4
tasks, the participant interacted with the system having the live
person (first A condition – see Section 6.2), the next 4 tasks were
with the system using the virtual agent (first B condition), and then
participants did another 4 tasks in the A condition, and another 4 in
the B condition. After each AB cycle, participants were asked to do
the rating task, rating each of the 8 system-visualized objects thus
far in terms of how accurately the system captured their idea of
the gifts’ sizes (Figure 4C). The 4 characters that participants sized
a gift for within a set of tasks varied in size (e.g., a large troll, a
cowboy, a fairy). Though characters across the A and B conditions
in one cycle were the same, their color schemes were changed to
prevent boredom (e.g., see cat character in Figure 4A and 4B).

Perceived Use Interview: After the main study tasks, the re-
searcher explained what an ideal system would be to the participant
- one that can take in natural conversation and gestures and produce
meaningful visualizations from them.We then asked the participant
if they could think of any potential uses for such a system, and if it
were directly applicable to them, how often they would use it.

7 DATA ANALYSIS
7.1 RQ1: Accuracy of System Visualizations
7.1.1 Data Pre-Processing. Since the gestures were captured using
a wizard-of-oz method, there were instances when gesture frames
were wrongly captured and still fed to the visualization system. To
eliminate the bias from these human errors in our data, all visu-
alizations created from bad captures were excluded. Bad captures
included mostly cases where an appropriate snapshot of the correct
gesture could not be obtained (such as the capture landing on the in-
correct frame and not themoment the gesturewas being performed).
In some cases, the participants did not use dimension-describing
gestures to describe the object’s size. These visualizations were
also excluded, as the system was designed specifically for iconic
gestures following our preliminary study results (see Section 4).

7.1.2 RQ1A: System Visualization Accuracy based on Measurements.
System accuracy for each gift visualization was determined by com-
paring the dimensions of the visualization generated by our proto-
type system to the visualization created by the participant during
the manual-sizing task. The width and height measurements of each
gift visualization were obtained from system logs, and the ratio
(width/height) and area calculated. Difference scores in measure-
ments were calculated by subtracting the widths, heights, ratios,
and areas of the participant’s manually-sized visualizations from
each system visualization. Outliers were identified in the difference
measurement scores and excluded in later analyses, resulting in a

dataset of 192 cases. We tracked participant session videos associ-
ated with these outlier cases and examined the possible causes for
these values. We ran one-sample t-tests comparing the measure-
ment differences with 0 (a difference of 0 would mean that there
was no difference between the system visualization measurements
and the participants’ manually-sized visualization measurements).

7.1.3 RQ1B: System Visualization Accuracy based on User Percep-
tions. Descriptives of the perceived system accuracy scores par-
ticipants gave were produced. Bivariate correlation tests were ran
between these scores and visualization measurement differences.

7.2 RQ2: Factors Affecting Actual and
Perceived Visualization Accuracy

Two factors were analyzed in terms of whether they affected the
accuracy of the visualizations produced by the system: ‘listener
type’ and ‘frame of reference’ adopted by the participant gesturer.
Three main factors were analyzed in terms of whether they affected
users’ perceived accuracy of the system visualizations: the objective
measurements of the system-produced visualizations; listener type;
and frame of reference. A qualitative analysis was also done on the
comments uttered by participants during their manual sizing tasks
to generate more open-ended understanding of what other factors
possibly affected user’s perceived accuracy of the system.

7.2.1 Frame of Reference Analysis. Gesture analysis is a very de-
tailed and effortful process. The frame of reference analysis was
conducted on 25% of all participants’ task videos collected. Each
participant had 16 gift-sizing task videos, 4 for each set of the ABAB
study design. We randomly selected one task from each cycle (i.e., 1
for the first A, 1 for the first B, 1 for the second A, 1 for the second B),
resulting in a total of 4 tasks per participant, or 80 total across all 20
participants. A coder identified every gesture used to describe the
gift’s size for each task, and transcribed its accompanying speech.
Since the identification of gestures can be somewhat subjective in
nature, an intercoder agreement between two coders (of 90%) was
first established with 10% of the selected data set.

We coded for the three frames of reference previously proposed
by Levinson [21], but adapted the framework for dimensions in-
stead of spatial positioning. As mentioned before, most frames of
reference frameworks have been designed to analyze spatial ges-
tures instead of dimension gestures. We identified the three frames
of reference as follows. A gesture was coded as having...

An absolute frame: if the gesture was accompanied by utter-
ances of specific dimensions, or displayed the exact size of an object
without the indication of a reference object or internal viewpoint.

An intrinsic frame: if the speaker uttered a ground object and
gestured with respect to it, whether or not the ground was visible.

A relative frame: if the gesture took an internal viewpoint,
such as by the performance of an action or reference to oneself.

There were instances of the speaker switching frames of refer-
ence throughout a given size-describing task, so only the frame of
reference used by the speaker when they explicitly gesture about
the gift’s dimension was considered. In the identification of ref-
erence frames, an intercoder agreement of 85% was established
between 2 coders over 2 rounds of coding (10% of the dataset per
round), before the rest of the data was split between the 2 coders.
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7.2.2 Effects of Listener Type and Frame of Reference. Participants
engaged 2 types of listener in the study: a live person and a virtual
agent. A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to determine
the effects of listener type on the system measurement differences
and the participants’ perceived visualization accuracy scores.

We obtained 41 cases where the participant adopted an absolute
frame of reference, 11 intrinsic, and 2 with a relative frame. Because
of the low number of cases for the relative frame, these cases were
dropped from the data. We ran a Kruskal-Wallis H Test to determine
the effects of frame of reference on the visualization measurement
differences and participants’ perceived accuracy scores. A non-
parametric test was chosen because of the unbalanced sample sizes
in the absolute and intrinsic frames conditions.

To determine whether there was an interaction effect between
frame of reference and listener type, a mixed ANOVA was con-
ducted, with listener type as a within-subjects factor, and frame
of reference as a between-subjects factor on both the visualization
measurement differences and perceived accuracy scores.

7.2.3 Effects of VisualizationMeasurements. The visualizationmea-
surement differences (between the system-produced and user-sized
visualizations) were classified into 3 categories: small, medium, and
large difference. The thresholds of the categories were determined
by the quartile values of the datas. One-way ANOVAs were then ran
to determine the effects of visualization measurement differences
on users’ perceived accuracy of the system.

7.2.4 Analysis of Participants’ Comments. We analyzed comments
participants made in a think-aloud fashion during the rating task,
for insights into their perception of the system. A qualitative open-
coding process was performed, identifying codes and themes of
interest, on transcripts of 45 identified meaningful comments.

7.3 RQ3: Possible Use Scenarios
Open-coding was performed on the transcribed interviews by two
coders to determine patterns and emergent categories from partici-
pant responses. Each system use the participant came up with acted
as one data point. The final categories determined were system use,
what general area or industry the system could be used for, and
system purpose, what overall task the system was suggested to be
performing for its use. Intercoder agreement was established over
30% of this dataset, with 83.33% agreement for system use, and
91.66% agreement for system purpose.

8 STUDY RESULTS
8.1 RQ1: Accuracy of System Visualizations
8.1.1 RQ1a: System Visualization Accuracy based on Measurements.
The one-sample t-tests for measurement difference scores (scores
of differences between the system-produced and the user-sized vi-
sualizations) showed significant differences in terms of all of width,
height, area and ratio measurements. Looking at the data carefully,
we hypothesized that there were inherent systematic offsets in the
visualizations produced by the system. To verify the offsets were
indeed systematic, we took the mean width and height difference
between the system-produced and user-sized visualizations (0.396
and 0.372, respectively) and calculated mean-adjusted values for our
system visualization data. Difference scores were re-calculated, and

Table 1: One-sample t-tests results for system visualization
difference measurements

Test Value = 0 (-M indicates mean-adjusted)
t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference

ΔWidth 15.800 191 0.000 0.396
ΔHeight 13.967 191 0.000 0.372
ΔArea 12.763 191 0.000 0.621
ΔRatio 1.193 191 0.234 0.025
ΔWidth-M 0.012 191 0.991 0.000
ΔHeight-M 0.016 191 0.987 0.000
ΔArea-M 1.244 191 0.215 0.044
ΔRatio-M -1.048 191 0.296 -1.247

one-sample t-tests were re-ran. With the standardized adjustments,
there were no longer significant differences on any of the difference
measurements. Results of the one-sample t-tests with the original
and adjusted difference measurement values are in Table 1.

The outliers we excluded from this data primarily included: (i)
missed bad captures of participant gestures (ii) cases where the
participant gestured dimensions for larger objects without being
particularly specific with their hands(resulting in abnormally large
visualizations), for example trying to gesture for the concept of
’bigger’ with a dimension-like gesture and (iii) cases where the
larger objects they envisioned required the user to extend their
hand out, or nearly out of frame.

8.1.2 RQ1b: System Visualization Accuracy based on User Percep-
tions. Perceived accuracy scores followed an almost normal distri-
bution, with a mean of 4.076, a mode of 5.0, and a slight skewness
of -0.104. There were strong correlations between participant per-
ceived accuracy scores and visualization differences in width, r(192)
= -0.427, p = 0.000; height, r(192) = -0.495, p = 0.000; area, r(192)
= -0.417, p = 0.000; and ratio, r(192) = 0.200, p = 0.005. Correlation
values were negative, showing that the smaller the measurement
difference, the higher the perceived accuracy score.

8.2 RQ2: Factors Affecting Accuracy
8.2.1 RQ2a: Effects on Visualization Accuracy. There was no sig-
nificant difference between listener types in terms of visualization
measurement differences. However, looking at the system visual-
ization measurement differences across cycles in our ABAB design
showed interesting trends (see Figure 5). For the live person condi-
tion, we can see that the average measurement differences in terms
of width, height, area and ratio generally decreased in the second
cycle of the ABAB design. For the virtual agent condition, the aver-
age measurement differences mostly stayed the same across the 2
cycles, except for area, which increased slightly in the second cycle.
There is a clear pattern for ratio whereby the average measurement
differences are consistently larger (across the 2 cycles) in the virtual
agent conditions than in the live person conditions.

There were no significant differences in the visualization mea-
surement differences in terms of frame of reference on all aspects
(width, height, area, ratio). However, there was a marginally signif-
icant difference in terms of area (𝑋 2 = 3.598, 𝑝 = 0.058) between
absolute (𝑀 = 22.49) and intrinsic (𝑀 = 27.67) frames of reference.
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Figure 5: Measurement differences across ABAB design

Figure 6: Measurement differences and perceived accuracy

There were no interaction effects between frame of reference and
listener type on any of the visualization measurement differences.

8.2.2 RQ2b: Effects on User Perceived Accuracy. There were statis-
tically significant effects of level of categorized visualization mea-
surement differences on participants’ perceived accuracy scores
for all aspects of dimension (width 𝑝 = 0.000, height 𝑝 = 0.000,
area 𝑝 = 0.000, ratio 𝑝 = 0.008). The means are shown in Figure 6.
Post-hoc analysis showed that the large measurement difference
condition was significantly different from the small measurement
difference condition for width, height, and area. For ratio, all pair-
wise comparisons were significantly different, save for the differ-
ence between the medium and large measurement differences.

There was no statistically significant difference in perceived
accuracy across reference framer or listener, nor was there any
interaction effects between the two variables.

8.2.3 Analysis of Participant’s Comments. The participants’ think-
aloud comments were classified into 3 high-level categories: (i) the
point-of-view that the participant used for evaluating the system
visualization accuracy; (ii) their focus of evaluation; and (iii) their
overall impression of the system. Our final coding scheme from the
analysis of participant’s comments can be found in Figure 7.

8.3 RQ3: Possible Use Scenarios
The final categories from our interview analysis can be found in
Table 2, classified in terms of system use and purpose. System Use
showed variety across the established codes, the most prevalent
being design and shopping. The codes for system purpose, which
reflected possible roles of the system, were: (i) Translating a pre-
viously non-existent concept the user has in his/her mind into a

Figure 7: Coding scheme for participant rating comments

Table 2: Possible Use Scenarios Results

System Use % n System Purpose % n

Design 27.5% 11 Translating 65.0% 26
Shopping 20.0% 8 Searching 15.0% 6
Entertainment 15.0% 6 Customizing 12.5% 5
Communication 12.5% 5 N/A 7.5% 3
Education 7.5% 3
Accessibility 7.5% 3
Healthcare 5.0% 2
Etc. 5.0% 2

visualization for others; (ii) Searching for a previously existent
object/person the user has in their mind and locate it/them for the
user; and (iii) Customizing a previously existent object for the
user, based on changes the user has in their mind.

9 DISCUSSION
We conducted a study with a basic gesture-based visualization
system focusing on dimension descriptions, with the goal of un-
derstanding how to move forward in designing this novel type
of system. We designed and implemented the basic system using
guidelines from a preliminary study, which included that dimension-
describing gestures tended to use both hands moving in a mirrored
direction, typically flat hand shapes, and that the hands represent
the two bounds of the described object’s dimensions.

RQ1 asked whether our prototype system accurately visu-
alizes a user’s mental image of an object’s dimensions. Our
findings include the discovery of an inherent offset (0.396 for width,
0.372 for height) in our system’s visualizations, which, when cor-
rected, would result in no significant difference between the system
visualizations and the user custom-sized visualizations. This in-
dicates, that with the offset corrected, the system visualization
portrayed the users’ assumed mental image of the object accurately.
The reason for the offset is likely a complex combination of factors.
One factor could be that we used the shoulders as a fixed reference
point for the size of the overall object visualization space. Other
factors uncovered in response to RQ2 may also have had a role
in causing the offset. Further research is required to unpack the
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factors causing the offset, but this suggests that using a a one-to-
one mapping approach (i.e., dimensions detected from gestures are
the exact object dimensions imagined) for a system to produce an
object visualization from gestures may not produce entirely accu-
rate visualizations, and it is important to obtain a comprehensive
understanding of influencing factors.

In terms of user perceived visualization accuracy, we can infer
that participants thought the system had average accuracy. This
may easily change in future system iterations, with the inherent
offset accounted for. Correlation results showed, non-surprisingly,
that the higher the visualization measurement differences in terms
of width, height and area, the lower the user’s perceived accuracy
of the system. However, the correlation for differences in ratio was
very slightly positive. We explore possible explanations for this in
the discussion of the answers to RQ2 below.

RQ2 asked what factors may affect the accuracy of the
system’s object visualization, as well as the user’s perceived
accuracy of that visualization. There was a marginal effect of
listener type on visualization measurement differences, with the
virtual agent listener leading to larger visualization measurement
differences, especially in terms of ratio. This could be due to the level
of feedback afforded by the virtual listener. With a more interactive
listener, the speaker may be more motivated to better describe what
they are imagining. There was also a marginal effect of frame of
reference in terms of area specifically. The intrinsic reference frame
led to larger visualization measurement differences than the abso-
lute frame. When a speaker adopts an absolute frame of reference
in the description of an object, they typically use a fixed coordinate
system, such as the metric system or Cartesian coordinates. The
coordinate system speakers use can generally be identified easily,
and tends to be consistent across speakers. However, in an intrinsic
frame, the object used as reference (the ground object in Figure
2) may vary by speaker, likely explaining the larger measurement
differences. This indicates the need to recognize speaker frame
of reference and account for the use of ground objects in future
gesture-based visualization systems. Additionally, our analysis of
the reasons for the outlier cases in visualization measurement dif-
ferences showed that gesturing while describing an object’s size
may not always have size description as the focus.

In terms of factors affecting users’ perceived visualization ac-
curacy, the only factor among those tested that seems to have
some effect is the actual visualization measurement differences.
There were significant effects of visualization measurement dif-
ferences on users’ perceived visualization accuracy, with smaller
differences leading to higher perceived accuracy all aspects of di-
mension (width, height, area) except for ratio.

The results for ratio were interesting. Ratio was calculated by
dividing the width measurements of the visualization by its height
measurements. Thus, smaller measurement differences between
the system-produced visualization and the user-sized visualization
would mean that the system underestimated the width, and overes-
timated the height of the user’s imagined object visualization from
his/her gestures. And larger measurement differences would be
the reversed. Users’ perceived accuracy of the system visualization,
though, is significantly lower when measurement differences are
smaller (i.e., shorter width, longer height than users imagined),
and higher when measurement differences are larger (i.e., longer

width, shorter height). This seems to suggest then that participants’
perceptions are affected most when the system shows the object to
have a longer width and a shorter height than what they imagined.
A possible reason for this bias can be the specific gifts or objects
that we loaded into the system for the gift-description tasks. There
were 12 objects used in total. Based on one’s expectations of the
typical dimensions of these objects in real-life, and the exact visuals
of these gifts that the system provided (see Figure 4right), 6 of them
could have any ratio (e.g., an apple can either have a longer width
and shorter height, or shorter width and longer height). Two of
the objects are typically longer in width and shorter in height (e.g.,
a basket), and 4 of them are typically less wide and taller (e.g., a
flower vase). So when the system produced a visualization of one of
these 4 objects to be wider and shorter than what the participants
expected, perceived accuracy was affected. This suggests that the
specifics of the objects that are the target of a speaker’s description
may matter for a gesture-based visualization system.

The analysis of participants’ think-aloud comments indicate
other factors may influence perceived accuracy, including: (i) users’
understanding of the working mechanism of the system; (ii) the ref-
erent object that the user used to define his/her object dimensions;
(iii) the user’s expectations of the actual dimensions of the object
in the real world; and (iv) what the user thought he/she gestured
with respect to the object. Each of these requires further research
and operationalization to inform system design.

For RQ3, we investigated possible uses for a gesture-based
visualization system. From our interview analysis, the codes for
system use reflected expected application areas to be very wide-
ranging, consisting of: Entertainment, Design, Shopping, Accessi-
bility, Healthcare, Communication, Education, and etc. Many partic-
ipants perceived the use of the system in a way that aligns with our
vision: to visualize thoughts from creative, design-based scenarios.
This shows promise for our research moving forward as we work
towards the design of gesture-based visualization systems.

9.1 Conclusion
Building off of a preliminary study, we designed and developed a
gesture-based visualization system for gestures that describe the
dimensions of an object. We conducted a study with this system
as probe, with our conditions varying the type of listener that the
participant conversed with (live or virtual). Our results highlight
many detailed aspects that need to be considered in the design of
gesture-based visualization systems.

The limitations of our work include the fact that our virtual
agent, Emily, was not fully fleshed out for all possible conversational
possibilities, such as when a user skipped the ‘think of size’ task
and proceeded to describe the gift’s size before she asked them to.
And last but not least, we did not analyze the entirely of the dataset
for the frame of reference analysis, although the sample analyzed
was significantly large enough to derive conclusions.
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